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power warm-up
an overview

A daily warm-up routine for musicians is as valuable as it is for athletes as they slowly stretch their 
muscles to avoid injuries. But warm-up programs can be more beneficial than simply stretching 
and getting the fingers, hands and arms nimble. A good comprehensive warm-up can continue 
the quest of honing fine skills and a plan that offers variety on a daily basis can reap rewards 
down the road with an uptick of performance ability. The program that I have developed affords 
bassists the opportunity to warm their muscles and ease into their practice regimen while working 
on seven fundamental areas of technique each day. POWER WARM-UP is easily memorized, can 
be completed in a time span of only 15 minutes, and is designed to offer variety on a daily basis.

POWER WARM-UP is divided into seven sections of technique:

1. BLACK AND WHITE — Chromatic Scales
2. MODES — Parallel Scales 
3. BROKEN CHORDS — Parallel Arpeggios 
4. TOUGH THUMB — Thumb Position Finger Patterns
5. HARMONY — Double Stops
6. ROMANTIC SHIFTS — Portamento Shifting Exercise
7. SPEED SHIFT — Finger Pattern Shifting Blocks

To insure that there is daily variety to the warm-up routine, calendar dates, months and the days 
of the week are used to provide rotational cycles for these exercises. The first five sections listed 
above are each divided into three groups with each group to be practiced using the following 
numerical date schedule (the sample calendar illustrates the 3-day rotation cycle):

Group A:  Practiced on 1, 5, 7, 11, 13, 17, 19, 23, 25, 29 & 31 (dates that are Primes) 
Group B:  Practiced on 2, 4, 8, 10, 14, 16, 20, 22, 26 & 28 (dates divisible by two but not three)
Group C:  Practiced on 3, 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, 24, 27 & 30 (dates divisible by three)

The 6th and 7th sections utilize a monthly cycle for bow direction and a 7-day transpositional cycle. 
These exercises are transposed using the following starting pitches on the G-string:
Monday – A, Tuesday – Bb, Wednesday – B, Thursday – C, Friday – C#, Saturday – D, Sunday – Eb
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BlaCk & whiTe
Chromatic scales | 3-day rotation Cycle

The 12 Chromatic Scales can be divided into three groups, each based on similar position shifts 
and fingering patterns that would occur on the G-String. The four starting pitches for each 
group are easily remembered as they represent notes of a diminished 7th chord. The two-octave 
chromatic models (pages 2, 4 and 6) are used only as training studies. The Complete Chromatic 
Warm-Up encompasses three octaves and starts on the lowest pitch for each group (pages 3, 5 
and 7). As the fingerings and shifts in each group are identical, all four two-octave Chromatic 
Training Scales are embedded in each Complete Chromatic Warm-Up. Fingering chromatic scales 
in this manner will insure that all positions on the G-String in the lower half of the string length 
(“money positions”) and the majority of positions in the thumb position are practiced over each 
3-day rotational cycle. A metronome should be used for this exercise to keep the rhythmic ratio of 
duplets, quadruplets, and sextuplets true. It should be set at a tempo that is comfortable for the 
player; a pulse of 50 for the quarter note would be a reasonable initial pace.

Group A
Chromatic scales with start-
ing pitches of E, G, Bb, and 
C# would use positions ½, 
II½, IV, VI… on the upper 
string.

Group B
Chromatic scales with start-
ing pitches of F, Ab, B, and 
D would use positions ½, I, 
III, V… on the upper string.

Group C
Chromatic scales with start-
ing pitches of  F#, A, C, and 
Eb would use positions ½, 
II, III½, V½… on the upper 
string. sa
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BlaCk & whiTe
Chromatic Training scales | group a
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moDes
parallel scales | 3-day rotation Cycle

Group A: Major Scales
Group B: Harmonic Minor Scales
Group C: Melodic Minor Scales

A double bassist is taught to finger scales specifically for each individual passage, often using the 
lower positions on the E, A, and D strings with the majority of shifting occurring on the G string.
Power Warm-Up uses identical shifts and string crossings for each major scale and its parallel 
minor partners. These UNIVERSAL SHIFTING PATTERN BLOCKS facilitate the memorization of all 36 
scales while expanding the bassists shifting agility, fingerboard knowledge, and mastery of both 
across-string and single-string shifting patterns. 

The examples below show the two octave F# Major, Harmonic Minor and Melodic Minor scales as 
they would be performed using identical position and shifting patterns:

By comparing the top and bottom finger dots on each string with all three examples, it should 
be apparent that all three F# scale genres use identical positions and shifts. To show the altered 
tones of the melodic minor scale, gray dots were used for ascending and black dots for 
descending changes. 
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moDes
major scales | group a

Major Scales: F, F#, G, Ab Flow Chart

Ascending: (shift  north) (shift  north) (shift  north)
  E       A      D       G
Descending: (shift  south) (shift  south) (shift  south)
  G       D          A        E

Major Scales: E Flow Chart

Ascending: E (shift  north) (shift  north) (shift  north)
  E       A      D       G
Descending: (shift  south) (shift  south) (shift  south) E
  G       D          A        E

Major Scales: A Flow Chart

Ascending: A (shift  north) (shift  north)
              A                        D                        G
Descending: (shift  south) (shift  south) A
  G                                    D                        Asa
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Broken ChorDs
parallel arpeggios | 3-day rotation Cycle

ruLE No. 1: Shifts do not occur at string 
crossings.

ruLE No. 2: Two notes are played on each 
starting string. 

ruLE No. 3: The fingering sequence remains 
constant for all arpeggios that begin with a 
fingered note (141 141 4 141 141) with the third 
finger replacing the fourth in upper positions. 

ruLE No. 4: The Do–MI–SoL pattern 
incorporates a hand-width (two semi-tone) 
shift when arpeggios are started with a 
fingered note.

Group A: Major Arpeggios
Group B: Minor Arpeggios
Group C: Diminished Arpeggios

Arpeggios, like scales, can be more readily mastered by employing patterns for shifting, 
fingering, and string crossing. These arpeggio sequence patterns can best be understood by 
comparing a blueprint of fingerings and positions on the starting strings for each given mode.

major arpeggios | group a

The diagrams below show two-octave major arpeggios beginning in the ½ position on the E, A, 
and D strings. There are four rules to remember that will facilitate the memorization and 
performance of major arpeggios:

There are two salient patterns that should 
be obvious and aid in memorization:

Do–MI–SoL pATTErN: This motif, which 
includes shifting, fingerings, and a string 
crossing, is marked with a black line oval. 

SoL–Do–MI pATTErN: This motif appears on 
the second string for arpeggios that begin on 
the A and D string. It is marked with a broken
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line rectangle and incorporates two shifts. The 1–1 shift is a 2½ hand-width shift (the distance 
between 1st and 4th position or five semi-tones) and the 1–3 shift which is a single hand-width 
(two semi-tone) shift.
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Broken ChorDs
major arpeggios | group a
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Tough ThumB
Thumb position Finger patterns | 3-day rotation Cycle

These exercises develop “across-the-string” flexibility and dexterity in the thumb position as well 
as a healthy thumb callus. All three groups consist of the same pattern of pitches with the initial 
drill beginning on the octave D harmonic. Each group, however, uses a different starting finger 
thus requiring a different spacing of the fingers as shown in the illustrations below:

Group C
The starting pitch for 
the 3rd Thumb Position 
Finger Pattern is played 
by the thumb.  There will 
be a whole step between 
thumb and first finger 
and also between fingers 
1 and 3.

Group A
The starting pitch for the 
1st Thumb Position 
Finger Pattern is played 
by the index finger. 
There will be a ½ step 
between the thumb and 
index finger and a whole 
step between fingers 1 
and 3.

Group B
The starting pitch for 
the 2nd Thumb Position
Finger Pattern is played 
by the second finger. 
There will be a whole 
step between thumb and 
index finger, a half step 
between fingers 1 and 2, 
and a whole step 
between fingers 2 and 3. 

Each of these Thumb Position Finger Patterns correspond to the spacing and numbering system 
used in the George Bornoff Method. They are to be transposed up by ½ step increments and back 
by ½ step increments in a similar manner as Hanon piano exercises are practiced. The ultimate 
goal would be a set of transpositions spanning the range of an octave.
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Tough ThumB
Thumb position Finger patterns | 3-day rotation Cycle

Continue by ½ Step Transpositions

Finger pattern 2 | group B

Continue by ½ Step Transpositions

Finger pattern 1  | group a

First ½ Step
Transposition

Continue by ½ Step Transpositions

Finger pattern 3 | group Csa
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